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BOMBERS BOUNCE U.P.E.IEGGING

Last Saturday, before a 
large crowd of enthusiastic 
supporters, the Red Bombers 
started fast and went on to 
defeat UPEl by a convincing 
score of 36-19.

An aggressive defence led 
the way with 2 blocked punts 
by Rick Flynn and John 
MacNeil, 2 interceptions by 
Ray Green and Jim Symonds, 

stolen ball courtesy of Art 
Stotart and 2 fumble recoveries 
by John MacNeil and Mike 
Flynn.

"Except for 2 long pass 
completions which led to 
successive scores in the second 
quarter, the defence was near 
perfect, allowing only one 
other TD in the dying minutes 
of the game at a time when 
coach Underwood was giving 
the second-stringers some 
valuable game experience.

The offence scored 3 quick 
touchdowns in the first quarter 
to give UNB a commanding 
21-0 lead. The first score came 

result of an option pass by 
MacPherson to
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Houston 
flanker Rick Kaupp. The 
second TD was scored by 
MacPherson on a long pass 
from QB Peter Merrill. Wally 
Langley scored the first of 2 
majors on an 8-yard run.
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End Gary Northcott being hit by two UPEl defenders after catching pass from quarterback Peter Merrill. Rick Kaupp (above) 
watches with interest. by macneil
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a single on a booming punt.
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In another series, Langley 
appeared to be in the end zone 
but the referee ruled that he 
was short. (Game films later
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University Students,
and a convert (his third in 4 
tries) on Wally Langley’s best teams in the league along

with surprising Dalhousie, St. 
Mary’s and St. FX. mule and female, 

are all invited 
te visit Cae 88
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To rate great on a date visit

Regent St., 
Frederktee, N.I.

J.S. Neill & Sens 
LimitedCUE 88re

475-5418(Behind the Smoke Shop)


